
Project Title: Some numbers have interes6ng proper6es. 

Background: I came up with this theory about a year or two ago when I was thinking about how 
some numbers, when you square them, they end in the same digit. Then I realized that the 
numbers add to make a mul=ple of 10; For example 4 squared is 16 and six squared is 36 both 
of them end in the number 6 that is their units digit is iden=cal. This holds true for numbers that 
add up to make any mul=ple of 10; for example 26 squared is 676 and 24 squared is 576; 26 and 
24 add up to a sum of 50 , which is a mul=ple of 10. These numbers can be as big as possible, as 
long as the sum is a mul=ple of 10; for example 999 squared is 998,001 and 1 squared is just 1; 
999 + 1 is 1000 even though that's a big number, It's s=ll a mul=ple of 10. 10 * 100 = 1000.  

I started wondering, if there are other such unusual but predictable ways that numbers would 
behave. I searched the Internet and found that there is a branch of mathema=cs that is called 
number theory.  

Number theory is a branch of pure mathema=cs that studies integers and integer valued 
func=ons , par=cularly dealing with natural numbers. German mathema=cian Carl Frederick 
Gauss ( 1777-1855) said “Mathema=cs is the queen  of the sciences” and “Number theory is the 
queen of mathema=cs”. Number theorists study prime numbers as well as the proper=es of 
mathema=cal objects made of integers or defined as generaliza=ons of the integers. 

Then I started thinking if number theory and any rela=onships like the one I discovered have 
applica=ons in the real world- I looked at several web sites in the Internet pertaining to number 
theory and how it is used in day to day life. Then I came across a field of technology called 
cryptography. Cryptography is the science of changing important informa=on into coded 
sequences which cannot be accessed by other people. For example, credit card numbers, emails 
and hospital records.  

With this background, I would like to describe my experiment which concerns with number 
theory which is applicable to technology especially computer technology, encryp=on and 
cryptology which is essen=al to our day to day life.  

Title : Some numbers have interes=ng proper=es.  

Problem : Can we predict, in what digit, squares of certain numbers end in?  

Hypothesis : The square of any two numbers that add to make a mul=ple of 10 end in the same 
digit.  

Results : The square of any two numbers that add to make a mul=ple of 10 end in the same 
digit. Square of 3 is 9 and square of 7 is 49, square of 4 is 16 and square of 6 is 36 , square of 1 is 
1 and square of 9 is 81 and so on.  



Conclusion: Take any two numbers that add up to a mul=ple of 10, their squares end in the 
same digit. Some numbers have interes=ng proper=es.  
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